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Outline

• Common purposes of plots 

• Perception & accessibility basics 

• Emphasis 

• Where is the information? 

• Drillable 

• Developing a consistent language 

• Examples



Kinds of plots

• Plots for answering a question (plots for you) 

• Plots for monitoring data (readability) 

• Plots for publication & presentation (pedagogical)

Scientific extensions to Tufte ideas



Perception basics



Object identification happens in black & white



Never use yellow on white
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Contrast
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Accessibility

• Very different perceptions of color 

• Use color blindness simulators

https://colororacle.org



Emphasis



What is important?
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Are ink/lines communicating information?



Emphasis
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Emphasis with axes
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What are you looking for?
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What are you looking for?
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Where is the information?



Where is the information?
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Where is the information?

Compare two distributions
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Where is the information?

Compare two distributions
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Where is the information?

Compare two distributions
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Avoid visual red herrings
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Where is the information?

• Try to never put key information in axis labels or colorbar 
label 

• Make ‘natural’ visual interpretation true 

• Position, size, intensity, etc. 

• Avoid visual red herrings 

• Reduce cognitive overhead

Listen to your subconscious



Drillable plots



Show optional information for careful study



Show optional information for careful study
14

(a) East-West polarization (b) North-South polarization

Figure 11. Comparison of the fractional power of a zenith MWA observation modeled by each of three sky models: compact
sources only (magenta), compact sources and unpolarized di↵use (light blue), and compact sources with polarized di↵use (dark
blue). We derive ‘residual’ maps by simulating visibilities from each map and subtracting them from the data. We then compare
the remaining power to that of the data. We find that the polarized di↵use map improves modeling accuracy of short baselines
to approximately that of the compact source model for long baselines.

The map presented in this paper is intended to enable accurate visibility simulations for a wide range of low-frequency
radio instruments, with the particular goal of facilitating sky modeling for precision calibration of 21 cm cosmology
measurements. In this section we discuss the process of implementing this map for visibility simulation and calibration.
We have deconvolved compact sources using to the fhd algorithm discussed in §2.3. To enable accurate visibility

modeling, the map must be combined with a source catalog such as the modified GLEAM catalog discussed in §2.2
or the Long Baseline EoR Survey (LoBES; Lynch et al. in prep.). The success of precision calibration for 21 cm
cosmology depends on highly accurate and complete modeling of pointlike and compact extended sources (Carroll
et al. 2016; Line et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020).
The di↵use map is presented as a pixelated image with the HEALPix equal-area pixelation scheme (Gorski et al.

2005). It has physical surface brightness units of Jy/sr, which can be converted to brightness temperature units such
as Kelvin. Many visibility simulators represent pixelated images as a series of point sources at the pixel centers. To
enable proper normalization, the map must then be converted into units of flux density by multiplying the given values
in Jy/sr by the pixel area.
In order to properly model polarized emission in the widefield limit, the visibility simulator must properly convert

between the Stokes polarization parameters, defined in Equation 1, and the instrumental response using the full
direction-dependent instrumental Jones matrix. In the absence of a fully polarized simulator, only the unpolarized
Stokes I emission should be used.
As demonstrated in §5, inclusion of Stokes Q and U emission significantly improves visibility modeling in the ‘EoR-0’

field, where we observe bright linearly polarized structure. We expect simulations of other fields to benefit less from
polarized modeling. In fields with very faint polarized emission, Stokes Q and U could be dominated by imaging errors,
in which case visibility simulators could benefit from omitting Stokes Q and U emission entirely. We do not expect
modeling Stokes V emission to improve visibility simulations in any field.
The apparent Stokes Q and U emission is highly dependent on ionospheric conditions. If a simulation models this

polarized emission, it should account for Faraday rotation from propagation through the ionosphere. At minimum,
this should consist of measuring a single RM per snapshot observation.
As discussed in §4, the map accurately models angular scales of 1.1� � 9.4�. This means that it represents uv

modes between 6.1 and 50 wavelengths. The map does not include information from modes beyond 50 wavelengths,
and it enables reconstruction of the uv plane down to 6.1 wavelengths. As a result, it can be used to accurately
simulate visibilities from short baselines that only sample uv modes above 6.1 wavelengths. Below 6.1 wavelengths,
reconstruction of the uv plane is susceptible to measurement bias, as discussed in §4. This bias a↵ects visibility
simulations from baselines that sample uv modes below 6.1 wavelengths, even when the center of the baseline response
lies above 6.1 wavelengths. The impact of this bias is highly instrument-specific and could be minimal in certain



Developing a consistent language



Consistent language

• Same color lines, marker styles, etc. within one paper 

• Be very conscious of developing a reusable plot style 

• Helps you look through lots of data 

• Allows you to focus in on features because foundation 
is stable 

• Often become collaboration or field ‘standards’ 

• Use git to codify



Consistent language

Plot stories: 

• Within a paper or notebook 

• Within multi-panel plots









Can	smoothly	detwin	
the	sample	from	B	to	
A	and	back

• (Top	plot)	the	
intensity	position	on	
the	detector	gives	the	
length	values	of	 	and	
	which	change	with	

strain	

• (Middle	plot)	the	
intensity	is	summed	
vertically	and	fit	to	2	
Gaussians	

• (Bottom	plot)	The	
relative	intensity	

	gives	the	

relative	A	domain	
population	which	
change	vs	strain.	

𝑎
𝑏

𝐼𝐴

𝐼𝐴 + 𝐼𝐵

Interesting	result!	
Lattice	constants	freeze	
in	place	during	
detwinning!	

Implies	that	the	domain	
pinning	is	much	softer	
than	the	crystal	lattice

𝐴 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐵 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐼𝐴𝐼𝐵

𝐼𝐴

𝐼𝐴 + 𝐼𝐵



HERA notebook examples



Data density



Data density

• All plots are averages or cuts through data 

• All plots choose what they emphasize 

• When looking for features want to get data in your brain 

• Different styles have different pros & cons



Scatter, 2D histograms & images

• Many more points 

• Lots of points overlap 

• Colorbars hard to read



Scatter



2D histogram



Scatter + contour



2D histogram + contour



Colorbars



Colorbars



Colorbars



Use of colors



Double log diverging?



Data density examples











space and time. The analyses employ one of three
data-driven techniques to correct for pileup, which would
otherwise bias ωa.
A χ2 minimization of the data model of Eq. (5) to the

reconstructed time series determines the measured (m)
quantity ωm

a . The model fits the data well (see inset to
Fig. 2), producing reduced χ2s consistent with unity.
Fourier transforms of the fit residuals show no unmodeled
frequency components, see Fig. 2. Without the ηi terms and
the muon loss function in the model, strong signals emerge
in the residuals at expected frequencies.
The dominant systematic uncertainties on ωa arise from

uncertainties in the pileup and gain correction factors, the
modeling of the functional form of the CBO decoherence,
and in the ωCBOðtÞ model. Scans varying the fit start and
stop times and across individual calorimeter stations
showed no significant variation in any of the four run
groups [59].
The measured frequency ωm

a requires four corrections,
Ci, for interpretation as the anomalous precession fre-
quency ωa of Eq. (2). The details are found in Ref. [60].
Ce.—The electric-field correction Ce from the last term

in Eq. (1) depends on the distribution of equilibrium radii
xe ¼ x − R0, which translates to the muon beam momen-
tum distribution via Δp=p0 ≅ xeð1 − nÞ=R0, where n is the
field index determined by the ESQ voltage [60]. A Fourier
analysis [60,76] of the decoherence rate of the incoming
bunched beam as measured by the calorimeters provides
the momentum distribution and determines the mean
equilibrium radius hxei≈6mm and the width σxe≈9mm.
The final correction factor is Ce ¼ 2nð1 − nÞβ2hx2ei=R2

0,
where hx2ei ¼ σ2xe þ hxei2.
Cp.—A pitch correction Cp is required to account for

the vertical betatron oscillations that lead to a nonzero
average value of the β⃗ · B⃗ term in Eq. (1). The expression

Cp ¼ nhA2
yi=4R2

0 determines the pitch correction factor
[60,77]. The acceptance-corrected vertical amplitude Ay

distribution in the above expression is measured by the
trackers.
Extensive simulations determined the uncertainties δCe

and δCp arising from the geometry and alignment of the
plates, as well as their voltage uncertainties and non-
linearities. The nonuniform kicker time profile applied to
the finite-length incoming muon bunch results in a corre-
lation introducing the largest uncertainty on Ce.
Cml.—Any bias in the average phase of muons that

are lost compared to those that remain stored creates
a time dependence to the phase factor φ0 in Eq. (5).
Beamline simulations predict a phase-momentum correla-
tion dφ0=dp¼ð−10.0%1.6Þmrad=ð%Δp=p0Þ and losses
are known to be momentum dependent. We verified the
correlation by fitting precession data from short runs in
which the storage ring magnetic field, and thus the central
stored momentum p0, varied by %0.67% compared to its
nominal setting. Next, we measured the relative rates of
muon loss (ml) versus momentum in dedicated runs in
which muon distributions were heavily biased toward high
or low momenta using upstream collimators. Coupling the
measured rate of muon loss in Run-1 to these two
correlation factors determines the correction factor Cml.
Cpa.—The phase term φ0 in Eq. (5) depends on the

muon decay coordinate ðx; y;ϕÞ and positron energy, but
the precession frequency ωa does not. If the stored muon
average transverse distribution and the detector gains are
stable throughout a fill, that average phase remains con-
stant. The two damaged resistors in the ESQ system caused
slow changes to the muon distribution during the first
∼100 μs of the measuring period. An extensive study of
this effect involved (a) generation of phase, asymmetry, and
acceptance maps for each calorimeter as a function of muon
decay coordinate and positron energy from simulations
utilizing our GEANT-based model of the ring (GM2RINGSIM);
(b) extraction of the time dependence of the optical lattice
around the ring from the COSY simulation package and
GM2RINGSIM; (c) folding the azimuthal beam distribution
derived from tracker and optics simulations with the phase,
asymmetry, and acceptance maps to determine a net
effective phase shift versus time-in-fill, φ0ðtÞ; and (d) appli-
cation of this time-dependent phase shift to precession data
fits to determine the phase-acceptance (pa) correction Cpa.
The use of multiple approaches confirmed the conclusions;
for details, see Ref. [60]. The damaged resistors were
replaced after Run-1, which significantly reduces the
dominant contribution to Cpa and the overall magnitude
of muon losses.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELD DETERMINATION

A suite of pulsed-proton NMR probes, each optimized
for a different function in the analysis chain, measures the
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FIG. 2. Fourier transform of the residuals from a time-series fit
following Eq. (5) but neglecting betatron motion and muon loss
(red dashed), and from the full fit (black). The peaks correspond
to the neglected betatron frequencies and muon loss. Inset:
asymmetry-weighted eþ time spectrum (black) from the Run-
1c run group fit with the full fit function (red) overlaid.
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Emphasis critiques



Upper limit?



Upper limit




